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ing to the biblical concept of conversion, various authors have 
argued that the entire Christian pilgrimage is one of turning 
and/or returning to God. 5 Moreover, conversion is not merely 
an emotional experience which benefits the individual alone, 
but is a process in which God makes us vulnerable to the tran
scendent which constantly makes us break out of comfortable 
situations. Conversion is thus seen as a lifelong process of 
breaking away from selfishness and pride and turning to the 
Living God and to the needs of our fellow human beings. 6 

These seven stages of the conversion process characterize 
many of the people I have interviewed over the last year of 
research. Another way of viewing the process is the five 
themes of patterns discovered by Theodore Sarbin and Nathan 
Adler in their studies of radical personality change. 7 These are 
not a sequence of events like my stages, but rather a cluster of 
processes which take place in the dramatic change of an indi
vidual. The core of their understanding is the modification of a 
person's view of the self. The answers to the questions "Who 
am I?" and "What am I?" are significantly different after a per
son has experienced a conversion. The first theme is that of 
symbolic death and rebirth. The old self may be seen as part of 
the dark and evil world, and the new self as transferred into the 
kingdom of light. The second theme is the relationship of the 
self to a group. The social dimension is crucial in providing a 
new interpretation of life, new models for behavior, and new 
sources of affirmation and support. The third and fourth themes 
are closely related. They involve ritual and what Sarbin and 
Adler call "proprioceptive stimuli." In other words, a significant 
learning takes place in ways other than the merely intellectual. 
Physical alterations, such as fasting, elimination of drug con
sumption, etc., intensify the learning that the self is being trans
formed. Sarbin and Adler's fifth theme is that of "triggers." 
Their research demonstrates, and mine would agree, that there 
are critical events which the convert sees as the turning point 
of his/her life. In an intense moment, the person perceives that 
new life is an option and a break with the old life in imperative. 
Some may express it as "meeting the Lord Jesus and sur
rendering to his will," while others may sense that they have 
been forced by circumstances to acknowledge the sovereignty 
and mercy of God. One person I interviewed had such an expe
rience after many days in solitary confinement in a prison. 
These five themes and patterns interact at many points in the 
seven stage process outlined previously. 

Conversion is ultimately the encounter of the person with 
God in Christ. This happens in many different ways for many dif
ferent people. The above stages are not to be seen as norma
tive, but as a model for assimilating the data from many 
converts whose experiences have been rather dramatic and 
sudden. 

Although the focus has been on the individual, the con
version experience is not for the pleasure of the individual. 
Rather, conversion is the radical alteration of a person's life: 
from self to God and from self to the service of others. The 
validity of a conversion must be questioned if it is merely a 
spiritual trip for a private individual. Transformation is made 
possible through the gift of God's transcendent grace which is 
mediated through the multifarious forms of the Christian tradi
tion. 

REFERENCES 
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AN EVALUATION OF AN EVALUATION: 
RESPONSE TO JOHN WOODBRIDGE 
By Donald K. McKim, Lecturer at 
Westminster College. 

This is the final article in a series by TSF Bulletin. In Nave, 
ber, 1980, we published two reviews ofThe Authority and lntE 
pretation of the Bible by Jack Rogers and Donald McKim (He 
per and Row, 1980). In the March, 1981 issue, an extensh 
summary of a critical work by John Woodbridge was publishe 
(The original 80 page article in the Trinity Journal will be e 
panded for a Zondervan book for 1982). We asked McKim if I 
would write a response, thus this article. 

TSF members can benefit not only from the particulars 
this dialogue, but also from methodological concerns. Studen 
and graduates seek to improve their skills as readers of histo 
and commentators on contemporary issues. Guidelines a, 
examples in these articles can improve such interpretive pl 
suits. 

Thanks go to authors Jack Rogers and Don McKim, r 
viewers Robert Johnston and Gerald Shepperd, and artic 
writers John Woodbridge and, again, Don McKim. 

In the "Preface" to our The Authority and Interpretation 
the Bible: An Historical Approach (AIB), Jack Rogers and 
stated that we have "no illusions that we have provided a defi 
itive statement" of our subject. We intended not to close but 
open dialogue. Professor John Woodbridge has now honore 
us by taking our proposal seriously. He has produced the mo 
extensive examination to date of our work. While he does n 
agree with us (nor we with him), he has set some questions 
sharp perspective. The differences between us can be instru 
tive for all engaged in scholarly tasks. . 

By questioning our way of "doing history," and our the 
logical judgments, Professor Woodbridge himself has provide 
a clear example of one of the reasons Jack Rogers and I fe 
our book had to be written. Namely, in the recent debates ov 
the nature of biblical authority, with Harold Lindsell and othe 



oodbridge has claimed that the theory of inerrancy has been 
e historic teaching of the Christian church. Our study ques
med this assertion. We believe we have shown this not to be 
e case. It now belongs to the "inerrantists" to produce a 
udy as comprehensive as ours to justify their proposition. Yet 
hat we see is that the kinds of criticisms in rebuttal offered by 
·oodbridge reflect precisely the same problems we found with 
ose who would read the modern inerrancy theory back into 
e church's more ancient traditions. Woodbridge perpetuates 
)W the same arguments and the same shortcomings as his 
•llow-inerrantists have done in the past. 
What is at stake here is the more appropriate way to do his

Iry and read theological documents. I would point to two gen
·al considerations we find to be problems with Woodbridge's 
1ethods. 
1errancy or lnfalllblllty 
One problem is the false equation of "infallibility" with "iner

mcy." We tried to make a strong distinction between these 
vo terms in our book. This reflected what our studies of the 
1eological documents revealed. We found it was more accu-
1te historically to describe the view of Scripture held by 
1rigen, Augustine, Calvin and the Westminster Divines, for ex
mple, as being that the Scriptures are "infallible" rather than 
inerrant." These people believed the Scriptures were given by 
iod for the purpose of instruction in salvation and the life of 
1ith. Scripture was not intended to speak "inerrantly" on ques
ons of science, history, medicine, etc. We found that what the 
dherents of "inerrancy" define as inerrancy arose only after 
1odern science began asking questions which led some theo
)gians to defend the notion that God in Scripture is the ac
urate dispenser of modern scientific information. 
What the inerrantists and Woodbridge fail to do is to make 

1is crucial distinction. They fail because they tacitly assume 
et never prove that the refined theory of inerrancy as defined 
,y A. A. Hodge and B. B. Warfield in their 1881 article was also 
✓ hat the early church, the Reformers, the Reformed Con
essions, and the Westminster Divines meant by "infallibility." 
·he reason this is important, confusing, and misleading is that 
Voodbridge repeatedly charges us with making assumptions 
:Jading to the conclusion that a certain writer (the Fathers or 
;alvin, for example) did not believe in "complete biblical infalli
>ility." What Woodbridge really means is we do not believe a 
vriter believed in "inerrancy" as Woodbridge and contem
>orary inerrantists define the term. But by using the phrase 
'complete biblical infallibility" (for whatever reason), Wood
lridge clouds the issue. We want to say there is a definite dis
inction between the two terms. Woodbridge merely assumes 
here is no distinction and then goes on to use the term we use 
infallibility) as a charge against us! We can quite confidently 
;ay that the Fathers and Calvin believed in "complete biblical 
nfallibility." We say it with the knowledge that they did not 
nean by that what Woodbridge and others now mean by "iner
·ancy." If we have shown a valid distinction of terms, the task 
or others is to show why our distinction is invalid. It is not simp
y to assume no distinction and then to use the terms inter
~hangeably. In Woodbridge's right concern for proper his
torical method, surely he must grant that he himself has failed 
n both logic and sound historical procedure at this point. 
Hlstorlcal Contexts 

A second problem (of which the false equation of 
"inerrancy" and "infallibility" Is only a symptom) is the basic 
~uestion of whether we really need to read our theological 
sources In an historical context or not. This was one of the fea
tures of our book which we believed was absolutely essential. 
Nowhere can one find as detailed a treatment, not only of the 
sources relating to the Scripture question, but also of the back
grounds, contests, and influences - historical, cultural, and 
philosophical - that shaped various views of Scripture. 

Our perception is that the lnerrantists (Including Woodbridge 
despite his penchants for pointing out our historical foibles) do 
not at all seek to establish these contexts as they read the 
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INTERPRETING AN AUTHORITATIVE SCRIPTURE 

Fuller Theological Seminary and the Institute for Christian 
Studies are co-sponsoring this conference designed for persons 
who accept the authority of the Scriptures and struggle to work 
it out in the practice of life. From a variety of perspectives, a 
group of fifteen invited scholars will interact with conference 
participants in an atmosphere of mutual discussion and learn
ing. Each morning there will be a main paper and two responses; 
afternoons will be devoted to small group discussion and inter
change. Jack Rogers of Fuller and James Olthuis of ICS are the 
co-directors of the conference. 

Program: 

Historical Theology: Jack Rogers, John Vander Stelt, 
and Ian Rennie. 

Biblical Studies: Carl Armerding, Richard Gaffin, 
and Gerald Sheppard. 

Philosophical Questions: James Olthuis, Clark Pinnock, 
and Donald Bloesch. 

Ethics: 

New Directions: 

Lewis Smedes, Stephen Mott, 
and Pheme Perkins. 

Robert Johnston and Paul 
Hiebert 

The conference will be held June 22-26, 1981, at the Institute 
for Christian Studies in Toronto. The advisory committee for TSF 
will also be meeting during this week, If any TSF members are 
planning to attend, we would appreciate it if you would let us 
know. 

For more information, write the Institute for Christian Studies, 
229 College Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, MST 1 R4. 

sources. Instead, they turn only to the face value, "common 
sense" reading of the quotes and to the "laws" of logic and 
English grammar. This seems their constant "historical 
method." They assume the fundamental congruity of their 
categories and vocabularies with those from the early church 
to the Reformation and beyond. 

This was what Jack Rogers found as he did his doctoral dis
sertation on Scripture in the Westminster Confession (Eerd
mans, 1967). In the 19th century, A. A. Hodge of Princeton 
Seminary wrote what he purported to be an "historical" com
mentary on the Westminster Confession. Yet Hodge (and later 
inerrantists) set no background theologically, philosophically, 
or historically for their study. They took the statements of the 
Confession and explicated them using their "Nineteenth-cen
tury Webster's Unabridged Dictionary" so to speak and "logic
ally deduced what the Westminster authors meant. When fur
ther supports were needed, the inerrantists turned to later 
Puritan and Protestant scholastic theologians and by using 
their categories said they had found what the Westminster 
writers meant. 

This was the line followed by John Gerstner in his review of 
Rogers' dissertation. Gerstner "reasoned": Puritans believed 
in lnerrancy; the Westminster Divines were Puritans; therefore 
the Westminster Confession teaches inerrancy. Now John 
Woodbridge follows precisely this ahlstorical and fallacious ap
proach when he turns to the Puritan Ramlst William Ames and 
uses him to "prove" that Westminster taught inerrancy. Wood
bridge "reasons" this way: Ames was a Ramist; Rogers and 
McKim see the influence of Ramism on the Westminster Di
vines; therefore Ames is an appropriate person to use to see 
what the Westminster Divines taught regarding inerrancy. 
Since Woodbridge believes Ames taught inerrancy, his view of 
the Westminster Confession's doctrine of Scripture is assured! 

On the other hand, Jack Rogers discovered who the actual 
authors of the section on Scriptures in the Westminster Confes
sion were. He studied their writings. He probed the kinds of 
backgrounds mentioned above. He came to his conclusion: the 



Westminster Confession does not teach "inerrancy" in the way 
that later Protestant scholastic theologians did. 

Now who is following the more nearly valid historical method 
at this point? At stake here is not who is being more "logical"; 
but who is dealing with the documents in a more appropriate 
historical fashion. 

Repeatedly inerrantists insist on taking what at times are 
legitimately ambiguous statements, lift them out of the full con
text of the theologian's writings, pay no heed to the writer's 
heritage in terms of history, philosophy, or culture, apply "im
mutable laws of logic" (including grammar), and then come up 
with what was "really meant." At various places in our foot
notes when we interact with scholarly opinion on the person 
studied, we note how some have neglected important back
grounds and contexts so that writers are made to appear to 
support views that do not at all follow from a wider reading and 
exploration. We found, for instance, that Origen's statements 
about biblical authority must be read in light of his exegetical 
practices of allegory and typology. Augustine's statements 
about "faith and reason" must be read in light of his Platonic 
background rather than in light of later Aristotelian Thomists (p. 
61, n. 93). Calvin needs to be set in the context of his human
istic studies and the theories of language and communication 
imbibed from the classical rhetorical tradition (pp. 96ff.). We 
tried to provide these contexts up through the present day, 
especially now in showing how dependent contemporary iner
rantists are upon the Scottish common sense realism that forti
fied Charles Hodge and B. B. Warfield. 

Our concern in A/B was to examine theological statements 
about Scripture in light of these backgrounds. It simply will not 
do historically to isolate statements and read quotes through 
the lenses of theological categories that were sharpened in a 
later historical period. 
Methodological Challenges 

Some attention can now be given to the general "methodo
logical problems" Woodbridge finds with our work. 

1. The Volume's Title. We did not choose the title. That was 
done by our publisher. Our original proposal called for a title 
indicating we were dealing essentially with the Reformed tradi
tion. Also due to publishing and marketing considerations, we 
had to drop 125 pages of our original manuscript. 

2. The Apologetic Cast of the Study. Clearly our work is pre
sented in a form that seeks to provide as we stated in our "Pre
face," "a new model, perspective, or paradigm by which to 
view the Bible." Yet we were trying to present what we found in 
the central Christian tradition. We dealt with the Princeton theo
logians so extensively since they were so influential in America. 
Scholars are always open to the charge that they have not 
dealt with a// the evidence. What must be shown, however, is 
that new evidence can substantially alter or contradict the posi
tion already drawn. We tried to interact with those scholars 
who did not conclude what we concluded. But why should we 
be charged by Professor Woodbridge with "minimizing the 
value of scholarly work which decisively countermand their 
conclusions" just from the fact that we did not frankly agree 
with certain other scholars? 

3. The Arbitrary Selection of Data. We grant again that we 
were selective. We were tracing a particular line. What we've 
said In essence Is that some - early Fathers such as Origen, 
Chrysostom, and Augustine; Anselm in the Middle Ages; 
Luther, Calvin and the Reformed Confessions, the Westminster 
Confession, and later figures such as Lindsay, Orr, Kuyper, 
Bavinck, and Berkouwer-have followed the same theological 
method for approaching Scripture. They came to Scripture with 
"faith seeking understanding." Other figures have stressed 
only one dimension of this. "Mystics" and "Pletlsts," for exam
ple, stressed faith leading to experience. "Scholastics" have 
put reason before faith and said basically that understanding 
leads to faith. In the "scholastic" tradition stands Abelard, the 
Socinlans, Turretin, and the old Princeton theologians. While 
Woodbridge may characterize these as "arbitrary selections," 
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RATIONALITY IN THE CALVINIAN TRADITION 

This conference, sponsored- by Calvin College, the Free 
University, Amsterdam, and the Institute for Christian Studies, is 
intended to explore the implications of Calvinism for the status 
of human rationality and the nature of philosophy. Calvinism's 
overt and explicit link with philosophy was late in coming and ap
pears to have been significant and lasting in only two philosoph
ical traditions, that of Scottish "common sense" thinking and 
later of Dutch "reformational" thinking. How important Is this 
link in these two cases? What can we learn from it? The con
ference explores this link historically and then discusses pres
ent positions on some of the key problems involved. The con
ference will be held August 3-8, 1981, at the Institute for Chris
tian Studies in Toronto. For more information, write Ms. 
Rosanne Sweetman, Coordinator, Institute for Christian Studies, 
229 College Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5T 1 R4. 

he does not apparently question the accuracy of our percep
tions of these fundamental differences in theological method. 
While this is an area not unrelated to the "inerrancy" question, 
it is nevertheless separate from it. 

4. The Doubtful Documentation, and -
5. The Limiting Optic Concerns about documentation can be 

dealt with individually. Woodbridge's charge that we do not sort 
out all of the complex philosophical presuppositions of seven
teenth century Calvinists, for example, can only be answered 
by saying that we wrote of what seemed to us the most import
ant. How would one be sure ever to have sorted out a// the 
"complex philosophical currents"? We're well aware that no 
one's thought is "without mixtures" of other thought. We wrote 
of where the stresses were put and how these influenced ways 
of viewing and interpreting the Scriptures. 

6. The Propensity for Facile Labeling. We used "labels" to 
be sure. But how could we do without them? After all, Wood
bridge and the inerrantists claim that this term "inerrancy" (as 
they define it) is an accurate "label" for describing the 
church's view of Scripture through the ages. Why then should 
we be faulted for using a term like "scholastic" to describe 
people of various historical periods? 

Further, Woodbridge himself is fond of "facile labeling." He 
claims, for example, that our analysis of Calvin is based on "a 
neo-protestant historiography (including the studies of Ford 
Lewis Battles, John McNeil [sic], T. H. L. Parker, and Francois 
Wendel and others." For Woodbridge, "neo-protestant" or 
"neoorthodox" is certainly "bad" - as when he writes of our 
supposed "great debt to the neo-orthodox categories of 
Barth." Yet why should Woodbridge be permitted facilely to 
label Battles, McNeil! and Wendel as "neo-protestants"? Not 
only is this inconsistent of him to charge us with facile labeling 
and then to do it himself, but it is at times downright incorrect. 
As a student and friend of the late Ford Lewis Battles, I can 
testify that he in no way considerd himself a "neo-Protestant." 
Dr. Battles was a classicist and Calvin scholar without peer and 
cannot possibly be charged with reading Calvin through the 
eyes of Barth. 

Woodbridge does not approve of our using so-called "neo
Protestant historiography." Yet whom does he himself cite as a 
"very knowledgeable Calvin scholar" In support of a particular 
Woodbridge contention? Woodbridge quotes none other than 
Edward A Dowey, Jr., of Princeton Seminary, certainly some
one Woodbridge would see as a "neo-Protestant." So, even If 
Jack and I did use "nee-Protestant" sources (among a host of 
others), It is heartening to see that Dr. Woodbridge Is not 
averse to using them also-especially when they appear to 
make his point! Woodbridge also speaks approvingly of Wendel 
as providing one of "the finest analyses of Calvin's thought 
save for the author's discussion of Calvin and biblical 
authority" (note 77). Fortunately the "nee-Protestant" label 
hung on Wendel by Woodbridge does not preclude a recog
nition of a superior piece of theological work. What Woodbridge 
claims the "scholastics" are to us, the "nee-Protestants" are 
to him! 



7. The Inappropriate "Historical Disjunctions." We are 
charged in this section with assuming that "certain correct 
assertions about an individual's thought logically disallow other 
ones from being true." Woodbridge then lists a number of 
these. He claims, for example, that we believe "because a 
thinker speaks of God accommodating himself to us in the 
words of Scripture, it is assumed that he or she does not be
lieve in complete biblical infallibility." (Throughout his list of our 
logical errors, Woodbridge repeatedly uses the "complete bib
lical infallibility" language which only confuses things.) But the 
primary question is not whether we were right or wrong in mak
ing so-called "assumptions." The question, historically, is 
whether or not the people and documents actually did teach 
the inerrancy position Woodbridge espouses. Does the evi
dence show that the people who spoke of accommodation also 
believe in "inerrancy"? We believe the evidence does not sup
port this. On the positive side we've shown how accommoda
tion, for example, was an important tool for maintaining the 
complete integrity of the biblical revelation and its full theo
logical authority. Again the question is history and not logic. 
Ironically, Woodbridge knows this too when he writes that 
"only careful open-minded historical investigation can perhaps 
reveal if a person adheres to limited or complete biblical infalli
bility." Actually it is Woodbridge who is making the "historical 
disjunctions" and the "logical deductions" with his conclu
sions in light of our documentation that his categories are the 
only ones to be read rightly into the evidence. 

8. The Dated Models of Conceptualization. It is said that we 
write "elitist history" since we do not delve into "new methods 
of conceptualization" dealing with the fields of "popular reli
gion," the book trade, disparities of belief and practice, etc. 
This makes our study "surprisingly dated" according to our 
critic. Yet we must ask: since when do we find those supporting 
the inerrancy view producing the kinds of historical studies 
Woodbridge appraises so highly? 

Moreover, Woodbridge claims loyalty to the idea of taking 
stock of the individual's thought "with the categories of his or 
her age." But when inerrantists use the scientific categories of 
the seventeenth century to read third-century theologians or 
the nineteenth-century categories of Hodge and Warfield to 
read the sixteenth-century Calvin, we must wonder who really 
needs to heed the advice about "models of conceptualization." 

9. The Bibliographical Insensitivity. The final consideration 
put forth by Woodbridge is our "peculiar insensitivity to the pro
blem of doing balanced bibliographical work." On the one hand 
he chastises us for not including Kantzer's dissertation on 
Calvin in our "Selected Bibliography." But then in the next sen
tence Woodbridge says that we ''do interact with this and other 
literature." He calls our interactions, however, "sometimes at 
a very superficial level." 

Our "Selected Bibliography" was just that. It and all the 
others were selective. Why Woodbridge should worry that an 
"unapprised reader would not generally surmise from this bib
liography that a scholarly literature exists that challenges many 
of the conclusions of the authors' choice volumes" is puzzling. 
The unapprised reader would no longer be unapprised of this if 
he or she became actually a reader of the book since it is ap
parent throughout (as Woodbridge knows) that we have put for
ward a thesis and offered a model for biblical authority. We 
interacted with varying interpretations throughout. Space limi
tations precluded more extensive arguments with all those with 
whom we did not agree-whether from a "liberal" or "con
servative" direction. We wanted to point people to the sources, 
to lay out the main contours of the scholarly debate, to provide 
data, and to say openly and honestly how we read and interpret 
the history and documents with which we deal. 

Both Jack Rogers and I are glad for the opportunities to work 
with others in coming .to under~tandings aboutthe nature of 
biblical authority and iss·ues of scriptural interpretation. This is 
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the task to which we have all been called and along with John 
Woodbridge and his colleagues are glad to announce our alle
giance to the Lord of the Scriptures. 

More specifically, Jack and I hoped to open new avenues for 
many who have felt increasingly uncomfortable with their pres
ent understandings of what the Bible is for and how it 1s to func
tion in their lives. Some have felt this discomfort because of 
what they have been taught the church has believed about 
Scripture throughout its history. In the face of these teachings, 
we've sought to say what we've discovered and to hold forth 
the Scriptures as God's gracious communication of Himself to 
us, His children. We look to the Scriptures with confidence and 
in faith believing them to be God's written word. And we look to 
all our brothers and sisters in Christ to work with us in under
standing the Scriptures that we might be faithful interpreters of 
that Word. 

Correction: The address for the Trinity Journal, in which John 
Woodbridge's complete article appears, is Trinity Evangelical 
Divinity School, 2045 Half Day Rd., Deerfield, IL 60015. The zip 
code was listed incurrently in our March issue. 

OLD TESTAMENT TEXTUAL CRITICISM: 
SOME RECENT PROPOSALS 
By A. J. Petrotta, Ph.D. candidate, 
University of St. Andrews 

Textual criticism is not likely to excite the imagination of 
most students. More often than not, it conjures up visions of 
poring over countless manuscripts, sifting through endless vari
ants, or the dreaded task of unlocking the mysteries of the ap
paratus criticus! Our survey is highly selective but seeks to 
illustrate some recent trends which promise to disenthrall the 
subject from the dungeons of the exegetical task. 

An essay by S. Talman (1975) was one of the first attempts to 
show the new directions that textual criticism could take "in 
direct conjunction with the wider realm of biblical studies." He 
argued that the "creative impulse" did not end with the author
ing of a biblical text but overlaps with the history of the trans
mission of a text. Once this is accepted the separation between 
"lower" and "higher" criticism is less distinct. He concluded 
the essay with numerous examples of the continuity of literary 
and scribal techniques to show how stylistics and textual criti
cism can be united to illumine a text. 

An essay by M. Greenberg (1978) is a fine example of the 
fruitful use of textual criticism in the exegetical task. It includes 
a comprehensive treatment of a single pericope in the book of 
Ezekiel. For Greenberg, the primary role of textual criticism is 
not the reconstruction of a hypothetical "original," but a more 
precise understanding of particular texts. As Greenberg 
summed up his own study: 

We have tried to show through study of two examples 
that divergences between MT ( = Masoretaic text ) 
and G ( = Septuagint ) in Ezekiel (and by implication 
elsewhere) may constitute alternative messages, 
each with its own validity. Exegetical rewards came, in 
each case, by asking not which reading was the orig
inal one, but what effect the divergences work on the 
messages of the respective versions (p. 140). 

In his presidential address for the Society of Biblical Lit
erature, J. Sanders (1979) also sought to unite the sibling dis
ciplines of textual criticism and exegesis. Against the backdrop 
of two major projects on the Hebrew text: the Hebrew Uni
versity Bible Project, and the United Bible Societies Hebrew 
Old Testament Text Critical Project, Sanders addressed himself 




